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Lu Xun’s ‘wild grass,’ Kuo Pao Kun’s ‘mowed wild grass:’ Battle for 
English as Singapore lingua franca 
Margaret Chan, ACAS 2016, Jun 2-5, Kobe. 
 
Against the backdrop of world religious violence, Singapore is as a beacon of inter-ethnic 
harmony: A 2015 poll, carried out in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore, returned the 
unanimous verdict that it was Singapore that had made the most social progress among the four 
Chinese ethnic Chinese societies. In 2014, the Pew Research Center ranked Singapore at the top 
of their Religious Diversity Index. The nation’s bilingual policy is critical to the integration of the 
multi-racial communities of Singapore. This position is highlighted in a discussion of how, in the 
early years after independence in 1965, the Singapore government had fought Chinese language 
chauvinists to establish English, “the language of the colonizer,” as lingua franca.  The Singapore 
story is staged on the platform of the theatre of Singapore playwright Kuo Pao Kun, here 
presented as a “revolutionary warrior” in the mould of Lu Xun of China’s New Culture 
Movement. 
 
Setting the stage 
In the climacteric years when China became a republic, and Singapore a nation, there arose in 
each society a man of literature: Lu Xun (1881–1936) in China, and Kuo Pao Kun (1939–2002) in 
Singapore. They were, in the imagery of Lu Xun, warriors who wielded pens as daggers or 
javelins that would prick at, and arouse the social consciousness of their countrymen.1 Lu Xun, 
acknowledged as China’s greatest modern writer, had said that the writer had to be dedicated to 
revolution. While politics and art might both seem imbued with the spirit of revolution, political 
revolution is waged to achieve the status quo of being in power. Politicians fought to come into 
power, but once they became the rulers, they fought to stay in power. The revolutionary spirit of 
art, however, must refuse the status quo, for art is committed to change. Artists must always be 
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vigilant and not allow people to be lulled into unthinking obedience. Artists, said Lu Xun, are 
necessarily the thorns in the eyes of the politicians.2  
 Because both Lu Xun and Kuo were "men of words," the arena in which they contended was 
a space of language. Although dedicated to a common cause — the socio-political awakening of 
the people — in the space of language, the paths of both headed in opposite directions. In order to 
understand their approaches, we first examine the socio-political context in which both men 
worked and the circumstances that entered into the decisions they made. 
 
Writing in the time of nationalism  
Lu Xun wrote in the fin de siècle years of the end of imperial China and the birth of republican 
government. Kuo steered an artistic rudder through the nascent nationalism following Singapore’s 
attainment of independence in 1965. 
 
China: Awaken to the Revolution 
China at the turn into the twentieth century was on its knees. The insular concept of the Middle 
Kingdom that had prevailed throughout all of imperial history had left the empire entirely isolated 
from the modernizing programs of the West. When the West came to China with their gunboats, 
the antiquated Qing army had no answers for them. Japan had earlier been in the same humiliating 
straits, but had undertaken rapid modernization under the Meiji (1867–1912) so that now, the 
Japanese were also equipped to come choice bits of China. The Qing forced to submit to one 
unequal treaty after another; soon collapsed. Yuan Shikai emerged from the detritus of empire as 
the first President of the Republic in 1912. But nothing had changed. In 1915, Yuan was forced to 
concede to an ultimatum of Twenty-One Demands made by the Japanese. This last concession led 
to a general boycott of Japanese products.  
 The anti-Japanese action in itself appears unremarkable and is a mere footnote in history, but 
I contend, that when viewed against the inveterate political passivity of the Chinese masses, it 
takes on the significance of a watershed event. Thousands of years of central imperial rule had 
created an unequal society where a small minority ruled the very large majority, at first by the 
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sword, then by an insidiously effective system of languages. The ruled masses were simply denied 
political expression through the creation of a language of government — wenyan — that was 
exclusive to the literati who ruled. Yuan’s government knew that republicanism had taken the 
beast off the leash of imperial rule; the people had begun to awaken to the strength of acting as a 
political community. Yuan’s government realised that the collar had to be quickly put back on. 
On December 12, 1915, Yuan proclaimed himself emperor; but it was too late. The rabble had 
been aroused, and would no longer be silenced.  
 Chen Duxiu, a Dean at Beijing University (and later one of the co-founders of the Chinese 
Communist Party) had begun to stir up student resistance. Chen founded a popular magazine — 
New Youth — in 1915, and started to publish stirring essays urging the youths to disavow the 
familial traditions they had been brought up with. Ideas such as filial piety and female chastity, 
they were told, were tools of oppression meant to keep them unquestioningly obedient. Chen 
argued that a true constitutional republic could come about, but only if people would become 
aware of their subjectivity and would stand up for their rights.3 Chen needed to get across this 
message to a mass audience — but how to?  A student in America, Hu Shi, wrote to Chen in 1916 
giving Chen his answer: “Do not avoid vulgar diction.”4  
 Such is the power of language. A student suggests that writing in baihua, the vernacular 
would make meaning understandable to the masses. A revolutionary zealot seizes the idea and 
turns the situation of diglossia — a “high” wenyan and a “low” baihua —into one of class 
struggle between the aristocratic minority and a disenfranchised majority.5 The zealot also 
happens to be the publisher of the most widely-read magazine of the time; it was an effective 
formula for propaganda. New Youth became the primary moving force that sent the students out 
into the streets on May 4, 1919, an event hallowed as the original impulsion that led to the 
formation of the Chinese Communist Party.  
 But even the birth of communism in China pales in significance against the knowledge that 
that the conjoining of Hu’s linguistic philosophy with Chen’s revolutionary fire created Mandarin; 
for baihua evolved together with the spoken vernacular to become Modern Standard Chinese, the 
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official language of China and Taiwan, and one of the official languages of Singapore. This is the 
bedrock of Sinophone ties that bind diaspora to mainland.  
 
Singapore: Independence 
On May 28, 1954, a group of students of the University of Malaya came to see a young lawyer 
called Lee Kuan Yew to ask him to defend them against a charge of sedition brought against them 
by the British colonial government for an article they had written in the undergraduate magazine, 
Fajar.6The students were acquitted. As a consequence of this, Lee became the go-to-man for 
people facing political problems with the British overlords. Directly as a result of the Fajar case, 
a group of Chinese Middle School students chose to ask Lee for help with regard to a charge of 
rioting that took place on May 13 that year. This was Lee Kuan Yew’s introduction to the “world 
of the Chinese-educated.”7  
 To invoke a Chinese-educated world, is to invoke an opposing sphere; the world of the 
English-educated Singaporean. Again a diglossia situation made political. The latter, to which Lee 
belonged, was a privileged class, the former was disenfranchised. Their grievance had a “deep 
and fundamental” substructure.  The colonial government provided for English and Malay 
primary schools, but from secondary schools onwards, teaching was only in English. The Chinese 
community had to fend for themselves if they wanted a Chinese education for their children. But 
then, at the end of their studies, there were no jobs waiting in the civil service for the Chinese-
educated. This meant that in colonial times, the Chinese-educated of Singapore were denied the 
ultimate achievement of a Chinese scholar; a job in the civil administration, a prize steeped in 
thousands of years of socio-cultural significance. This situation of unequal treatment was 
exploited by the communist agents who had come to Singapore from China.8  
 Communism was active in Singapore and Malaya from 1948–1989. In 1948, the Communist 
Party of Malaya mounted an armed revolution in order to establish a communist republic in the 
region. This led to the Emergency which lasted for twelve years. Through the 1950s into the 
1960s, the communists infiltrated political parties, trade unions, student groups, cultural, and rural 
organisations. On August 9, 1965, Singapore became a nation. Singapore independence was the 
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consequence of its sudden expulsion from Malaysia, a federation that Singapore had joined in 
1963. Overnight, the country was cut off from its hinterland and had its domestic market severely 
reduced. And, if things could not get worse; the British government, despite earlier assurances 
that they would stay, announced in 1967 that they would pull out their troops by 1971. This 
represented a loss of 20 percent of gross national product, and 20,000 would become jobless, all 
at a time when the Singapore population had grown in the post-War baby boom.9  Lee Kuan 
Yew’s People’s Action Party, PAP government was confronted with an urgent fight for the 
survival of the nation and its people.  
 Lee’s government straightaway embarked on an aggressive economic development strategy 
based on export-oriented industrialization. Foreign investors were wooed to come and set up 
multinational companies in Singapore. Land was needed, for industry and public housing, leading 
to the passing of the Land Acquisition Act of 1966, which gave the government the power of 
compulsory land acquisition.10 The Singapore labour scene at that time was fractious. Communist 
agents agitated the unions to enter into frequent strikes. Labour had to be made quiescent, and 
more productive. The Trade Unions (Amendment) Bill No. 69/1965 made consent by the majority 
of the members by secret ballot a necessary condition for industrial action. The Industrial 
Relations Act was amended in 1968 to make issues of promotion, transfers, retrenchment and 
dismissals the prerogative of management which unions could not negotiate. Under the 
Employment Act, 1968; the work week was increased from 39 to 44 hours. Public holidays, 
medical leave and retrenchment benefits were trimmed.11 In schools, English became the primary 
language of instruction. The ground was ripe for the communists, and they planned to wage 
revolution again in 1968.12 The political battle for Singapore was fought between the communist 
Barisan Socialis and the PAP. The Barisan had learnt from the May Fourth Movement that theatre 
was a powerful weapon for social agitation. They staged plays before huge audiences; once the 
actors performed before an image of Mao Zedong projected on a cyclorama.13 Kuo Pao Kun was a 
part of this revolutionary theatre scene.14 
 
Lu Xun and Kuo Pao Kun: Observing on the Sidelines  
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It was at a microbiology class in Japan, that Lu Xun made the decision to become a revolutionary 
writer. At first, Lu Xun believed that he could best serve his people as a doctor of western 
medicine. He remembered how as a child he had been sent, almost daily, to the pawnshop with 
family items to get money to buy medicine for his ailing father. The prescriptions included aloe 
root dug up in winter, a pair of twin crickets, and sugarcane that had been exposed to frost for 
three years. These traditional cures proved ineffective, and Lu Xun’s father died. Lu Xun thus 
determined to study modern medicine, which was why he was in Japan on that fateful day of his 
epiphany. The microbiology class had ended early, and the instructor decided to occupy the idle 
time with a slide-show of Japanese troops in China fighting the Russo-Japanese War.  One slide 
showed a Japanese soldier about to behead a Chinese man who was apparently a spy. What struck 
Lu Xun hardest about the scene was less the sight of the victim, blindfolded and bound, or the 
raised executioner’s sword, but the utter apathy of the Chinese onlookers.  
 The Chinese people, thought Lu Xun, were sleeping in an iron house without windows. They 
were suffocating to death but did not know this because they were all fast asleep. To arouse them 
to their fate might cause the sleepers to experience the agony of dying, but only if they were 
awakened could there be hope of escaping from the iron house. Unless the people roused 
themselves to stand up to injustice, they would forever be victims of others. An enfeebled spirit, 
thought Lu Xun, cripples people more than disease.15 There and then, Lu Xun set aside his 
medical studies, to join other revolutionary writers that would become the voice of consciousness 
to rally his countrymen to a new future of democracy and science. Eventually, Lu Xun became an 
editor of New Youth, and the nominal leader of The League of the Left-Wing Writers in the 
groups founding years of the republic. Lu Xun’s contribution to the revolutionary cause began 
with short stories that were published in New Youth. These essays constitute the sharpest of 
javelins that Lu Xun wielded as a warrior of the pen. Written in the vernacular, as “slices of life” 
vignettes of the everyday of the ordinary people, Lu Xun’s short stories use the playwright’s 
dramatic technique. Audiences are drawn as observers into entirely familiar situations. In the 
safety of the crowd of onlookers, readers are led to judge protagonists who are anti-heroes 
stumbling because the allow themselves to be blindfolded by feudal beliefs. In Lu Xun’s writings, 
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we witness the power of baihua, (vernacular), because the style imitates stage recitation.16 Lu 
Xun’s stories were particularly real, because he often drew inspiration from his life experiences. 
For example, Medicine written in 1919, recalls the childhood hopelessness he felt when pawning 
family belongings to buy useless traditional medicine. In Medicine; Old Chuan comes to the 
execution ground with a large sum of money his family can ill-afford. For this he got, from the 
executioner, a bun dripping with the blood of the victim. Old Chuan gives the bread to his son to 
eat, believing that the freshly-shed blood of a man was a sure cure for the boy’s consumption. The 
son dies despite his taking his medicine. Old Chuan, his son, the crowds who had gathered to 
enjoy the spectacle of an execution, “[c]raning their necks as far as they would go, [so] they 
looked like so many ducks held and lifted by some invisible hand,” and the peasants who had 
come to gossip at the Chuan family teashop; all are blithely suffocating in the iron house of their 
feudal beliefs.  
 Kuo Pao Kun was born in a village in Hebei. As a child, he was taken to Beijing, and then 
Hong Kong, finally arriving in Singapore in 1949. In 1963, Kuo went to Sydney to study theatre-
making at the National Institute of Dramatic Art. He returned to Singapore in 1965 to open in that 
year, the Singapore Performing Arts Studio (SPAS), together with his wife, the dancer and 
choreographer Goh Lay Kuan. The name of the school has changed thrice in the intervening 
years, and is today known as Theatre Practice. In the early years of his theatre-making, Kuo 
worked among the Chinese-educated youths, and the plays he wrote and produced were distinctly 
left wing. His creative strategy was typical of revolutionary youths in China: 
 
… people from my school, other groups and theatre companies fanned out into the 
working masses – the factories, the construction sites, even fishing villages, padi fields 
and plantations on the Peninsula to, so to speak, experience life and bring their 
experiences from what they found back for creative production. And very often workers 
and students come to the first rehearsals, or previews, to chip in comments about what 
they liked, what they didn’t like. (Kuo in “Playwright’s Voice,” 1997: 68–69) 
 
 Responding to the socio-political situation of the time, Kuo’s plays were in Chinese, and 
staged class struggle of the clenched fist genre. For example; Hey, Wake Up! (1968) was about an 
innocent girl lured into prostitution by an exploitative boss, and The Struggle (1969) told of a 
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family whose land was acquired by a factory owner.17 Three of his plays were banned in one 
year.18 In 1976, both Kuo and Goh were arrested under the Internal Security Act. Goh was later 
released, but Kuo was detained without trial until 1980. When in detention, Kuo reread Lu Xun, 
and his post-1980 plays show the distinct influence Lu Xun.19  Kuo eschewed the overt left-wing 
approach for allegories featuring an everyman character. Lee’s study of Kuo’s; “No Parking on 
Odd Days”, and 《单日不可停车》(“Danri Buke Tingche,” 1986; twin English and Chinese 
scripts) is most informative.20 
 
English Text:  
Let me start with this parking offence — that time I got a ticket when I left my car at 
the end of the street when I went to visit this friend of mine in Bukit Timah. He lives in a 
rented garage of one of those old, pre-war bungalows. When I came out, there was this 
ticket waiting for me tucked under the windscreen, you know how they do it. The ticket 
says I committed an offence leaving my car too close to the end of the street.
21
  
 
Chinese Text 
我先讲我去找朋友 park 车被 “恶公“ 这一件事。很多年前了。我去 Bukit Timah 探一个
老朋友，车放在他门口给 traffic “book”。我的朋友住在一间战前的 bungalow后面的车
房里。很久不见，我们聊了很长一段时间，到我回去开车，糟糕，挡风玻璃前面放了
一张 summons，放在 wiper下面，你们知道怎么放啦，那 summons讲我 park车犯
规，离开路口太近。22 
 
 Lee notes that the English text is fluent and conforming to Standard English grammar. This is 
true, but the writing is distinctly colloquial in its rhythm and cadence. The aside,” you know how 
they do it,” besides being a familiar phrase in colloquial English, is a typical theatrical device that 
gets the audience to agree with the narrator.  The Malay name of the district; “Bukit Timah (Tin 
Hill), is official nomenclature. The word “bungalow” (from the Indian) is commonly understood 
in Singapore as referring to a large detached house. Both are tropes which set the scene in familiar 
Singapore. The parking summons draws the audience to the everyman. In Singapore, many hope 
to beat the traffic warden, for some it is their small attempt at beating the system. Lee, whose 
study is in the heterolingualism of the Chinese vernacular, notes that codeswitching is pronounced 
in the Chinese script which Kuo also wrote. In the Chinese text, the term ‘traffic police’ is 
truncated to “traffic;” and the colloquial “book” replaces the proper, “there was this ticket waiting 
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for me,” in the English text. The everyman narrator is hopeless with Singapore traffic laws and 
receives one parking ticket after another. He decides to write a letter of appeal to the authorities, 
but struggles: In the English script he explains; “I haven’t been writing composition for a long 
time.”23 This becomes “我的英文是 half-past six, 而且很久没写 composition” (“wo de yingwen 
shi half-past six, erqie henjiu mei xie composition.”24  This might translate into colloquial English 
as; “English is ‘half-baked,’ further more, long time already never write composition.” 
  
 
 
 
 Lee pointing to how the Chinese text is more heterolingual than the English script, proposes 
that in Singapore English is hegemonic and invested with more symbolic capital. Drawing on 
Bakhtin’s theory of linguistic stratification, Lee further proposes the subordination, in terms of 
social power and influence, of the Chinese-speaking community of Singapore.25 I view narrator’s 
“half-past six” English, and even more “half-past six” Chinese, as the vernacular of Singaporeans.  
The javelin of Lu Xun was sharp because of the writer’s use of baihua, the unruly but ubiquitous 
language of the masses which he likened to Wild Grass. Following this notion, Kuo’s dagger 
might be described as mowed wild grass; the educated but “half-past six” English-Chinese-
Malay-Indian heteroglossic vernacular. 
 
The “half-past six” as Singaporean vernacular  
The Singaporeans heteroglossic vernacular is a product of the Singapore government’s bilingual 
education policy. The PAP took charge in 1959 when Singapore achieved self-government status 
as a prelude to independence. A multicultural ideology was put in place. Where English was the 
sole language of instruction at all secondary schools supported by the colonial government; the 
PAP made Malay the national language, provided for schools in the four official language 
streams: Malay, Mandarin, and Tamil, or English schools.26 In 1960, bilingual education (English 
as either first or second language of instruction) was made compulsory for all primary schools, 
and in 1966, the policy was extended to all secondary schools.27 In 1969, second language was 
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made a compulsory examination subject for the GCE ‘O’ levels examination at the end of 
secondary school. In 1979, the second language had to be the mother tongue ensuring that the 
Chinese, who constituted more than three-quarters of the local population, studied English and 
Mandarin, because, in those early years, Chinese parents were opting for their children to study 
the more accessible Malay language. A 1957 study had shown that before the bilingual policy, 
Mandarin was not the mother-tongue of the Chinese community. Only 0.1 percent spoke 
Mandarin at home; the vast majority used Hokkien, Teochew, and Cantonese dialects.28 In 1981, 
entry to tertiary education was made contingent upon a pass in second language.29 
  With the bilingual education policy firmly in place and parents free to enrol their children in 
English or vernacular schools, Singapore parents opted for the first. They wanted their children to 
get jobs, and the lingua franca of business and government was English. Parents knew that 
although in English stream schools, their children would also study their mother tongue.30 In 
1959, 47 percent of children were enrolled at primary grade one in English stream schools and 46 
percent were sent to Chinese schools. In 1979, 91 percent of children in primary grade one went 
to English schools, only 9 percent were in Chinese stream and a negligible number in the Tamil 
and Malay language streams.31 In 1987, English was made the main language of education.32 Kuo 
describe the situation as “an extraordinary act of voluntary uprooting, preferring to its own 
language (a major world language) one which its former coloniser forced upon it?”33 The 
language Kuo used is emotional, recalling the anti-PAP radicals of the 1950s who would not 
study English, which they regarded as “the enemy’s language.”34 Was Kuo a Chinese chauvinist? 
 I think not. I got to know Kuo in the 1980s. His entry into English language theatre in the 
coincided with mine, and we worked together on productions and were good friends. I never felt 
that Kuo was a Chinese chauvinist. He was effortlessly bilingual, but then, Singaporean society is 
polygot, a legacy of our trading post past.35 Kuo celebrated Singaporean multilingualism in a 
utopian vision he named Open Culture:  
First, every individual should be deeply rooted in at least one culture. Second, every 
individual should be given the choice to begin one’s opening up by first deepening the 
organic culture one is living by, that is, one’s parent culture. Third, the cultural 
development of the individual should be de-linked from the racial and linguistic origin 
of the individual. Fourth, every student should be exposed, generally, to an overview of 
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the cultures of the world and, specifically, to at least two cultures in depth. Fifth, the 
state should recognise culture as the primary, core area of study… In short, Open 
Culture contemplates a transcendence of the individual from race and tradition-bound 
communities to embrace a diverse global community… [thus entering into] a vast Play 
Space where current ideas and practices are challenges, classical models are re-
examined, gut impulses are articulated, fantastic imaginations are exploded,  outrageous 
proposals are tested, and new ways and means are explored… This very openness, 
however, also makes it impossible to predict results.”36  
 
 Against this notion of a free-for- all of voices, the states carefully managed language program 
was anathema. 
 Kuo began experimenting with the idea of Open Culture with “Mama Looking for Her Cat,” 
1988.37 The script was written in workshops with actors with ideas. A Hokkien speaking mother is 
alienated from her English and Mandarin-speaking children. The woman seeks solace in her cat. 
The cat wanders away, and Mama, looking for a cat strikes up a friendship with a Tamil-speaking 
man, who also happens to be looking for his cat. The production was a huge success and is now 
regarded as seminal, being Singapore’s first multilingual play in which many languages were 
featured; Hokkien, English, Mandarin, and Tamil, without translation. I watched this production, 
and it was truly inspiring, but there was a common operative language between actors and 
audience members — the oldest language of mime. Subsequent multilingual productions became 
more experimental; “OZeroO1” 1991, and “The Evening Climb” 1992,38  left audiences, and 
actors, bewildered with regard to plot and meaning. I was one of five protagonists who acted in 
the 1992 production of “The Evening Climb.” We spoke Mandarin, English, and Malay among 
us. We were not told anything, other than we were looking for a Big Bird. Most of the dialogue 
was improvised in workshop. We actors invented scenes, one leading to another, and Kuo took 
notes. Each day, there appeared a new script. Li Jiayao, a dedicated professional actor and 
director of repute from Shanghai, would learn his lines, come for rehearsals, but find himself in 
another workshop the next day when what he had learnt carefully the day before would get 
discarded because we were experimenting with a new idea. This was the routine. Li contained his 
frustrations, but at the press conference, just exploded. I looked quickly at Kuo, and he only 
smiled. The truth was we all wandered through the play not quite knowing what it was truly about 
and not fully understanding what we were saying to each other. As Kuo had said, with an Open 
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Culture, you could never predict results, but he believed that “better a worthy failure, than a 
mediocre success.”39 
 
Language and Nationalism 
The javelin of Lu Xun was baihua, the vernacular of the Chinese of his society: unruly but 
ubiquitous like Wild Grass. Kuo’s dagger was the baihua of his time, which continuing Lu Xun’s 
trope, might be likened to mowed wild grass, the educated but “half-past six” English-Chinese-
Malay-Indian heteroglossic vernacular. The vernacular of Singaporeans is necessarily 
heteroglossic since all Singaporeans, since 1960 have undergone compulsory bilingual education.  
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